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Abstract
Background: The risk of cancer treatment-related acute exacerbation (AE) in patients
with lung cancer and mild interstitial lung disease (ILD) on imaging, classified as indeter-
minate for usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP), has not previously been clarified.
Methods: We retrospectively reviewed the clinical records of 27 patients with lung
cancer and ILD who were diagnosed and treated from April 2016 to March 2021.
Results: Among the 27 patients, 21 were classified as indeterminate for UIP and six as
UIP/probable UIP; furthermore, 10 (46.6%) and three (50%) patients from each
group, respectively, developed treatment-related AEs. No significant difference was
observed regarding the incidence of AEs between the two groups. However, signifi-
cantly more patients in the AE group received immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs)
compared to the non-AE group (p = 0.021). Multivariate analysis revealed that the
use of ICIs was a significant independent risk factor for treatment-related AEs.
Conclusions: Lung cancer patients with mild ILD suggestive of indeterminate for UIP
and UIP patterns are at an increased risk for treatment-related AEs. Furthermore, ICI
use is an independent risk factor for AEs in patients with lung cancer complicated by
ILD, and ICIs should be used with great caution.
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INTRODUCTION

The association between idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF)
and lung cancer has already been established.1 In clinical
practice, chemotherapeutic drugs, surgery, and radiotherapy
are associated with an increased risk of fatal acute exacerba-
tions in patients with IPF and lung cancer, which present
difficulties in the management of these patients.

Previous studies have reported the possible utility of the
usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP) pattern on computed
tomography (CT) images in determining the risk of acute
exacerbation (AE) in chemotherapy-related interstitial lung
disease (ILD).2,3 However, the problem lies in the difficulty

in distinguishing the UIP pattern in patients with limited
findings of a honeycomb lung.4

The 2018 revision of the International Guidelines for the
diagnosis of IPF classified the CT findings of IPF into four cat-
egories: “UIP,” “probable UIP,” “indeterminate for UIP,” and
“alternative diagnosis”.5 Among these, indeterminate for UIP
is defined as ILD without honeycomb lung with slight reticular
shadows in the dorsal predominance of the bilateral lower lung
fields. However, a previous study reported that approximately
30% of patients classified as indeterminate for UIP were patho-
logically associated with a UIP pattern.6 On the other hand, a
previous study found that ILDs classified as indeterminate for
UIP have been discriminated by UIP patterns.7
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Therefore, in actual clinical practice, ILDs classified as
indeterminate for UIP may be judged to have a lower AE
risk than ILDs with a typical UIP pattern. However, it
remains unclear if patients with IPF showing mild reticular
shadows on imaging studies, such as indeterminate for UIP,
have a decreased risk of treatment-related AEs compared to
patients with a typical UIP pattern.

Therefore, this study aimed to determine the difference
in the risk of developing AE and prognosis between patients
with lung cancer and ILD with either indeterminate UIP or
UIP/probable UIP pattern.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to evaluate
the risk factors for AEs associated with lung cancer treatment
complicated by ILD based on the new IPF classification. The
results of this study may lead to a more accurate prediction of the
risk of AEs due to lung cancer treatment complicated by ILD.

METHODS

From April 2016 to March 2021, we retrospectively selected
patients with ILD with advanced lung cancer (stage IIIB, IV)
classified as either non-small cell (NSCLC) or small cell lung
cancer (SCLC). Data such as age, sex, smoking history, per-
formance status (PS), histological type and clinical stage of
lung cancer, surfactant protein-D (SP-D), Krebs von den
Lungen-6 (KL-6), percent lung capacity (%VC), percent dif-
fusing capacity of the lung carbon monoxide (%DLCO), and
treatment details, were collected. This study was approved
by the Review Committee of Kanazawa Medical University
Hospital (approval no. I637).

Two respiratory physicians and a radiologist used
chest high-resolution CT (HRCT) prior to initiating can-
cer treatment to classify the imaging patterns of ILD into
the following four categories based on the American Tho-
racic Society, European Respiratory Society, Japanese
Respiratory Society, and Latin American Thoracic Associ-
ation guidelines for IPF diagnosis.5 (1) UIP (subpleural
and basal predominance of honeycomb lung with or with-
out bronchiectasis). (2) Probable UIP (reticular pattern with
subpleural and basilar predominance and traction bronchiecta-
sis). (3) Indeterminate for UIP (subpleural, basal predominance
of the lung with subtle reticulation). (4) Alternative diagnosis
(the distribution of the lesions is not subpleural or basal lung
predominant [peribronchial vascular predominance, peri-
lymphatic predominance, upper to middle lung field predomi-
nance], and the imaging features are cysts, marked mosaic
attenuation, predominant ground-glass opacity [GGO], profuse
micronodules, centrilobular nodules, nodules, consolidation).
Disagreements were settled after a consensus among the
reviewers regarding the HRCT findings.

Representative CT images determined as UIP, probable
UIP, indeterminate for UIP, and alternative diagnosis are
shown in Figure 1. There were 13 patients with ILD classi-
fied as alternative diagnosis, including nine
with predominantly subpleural and basilar GGOs, three with
predominantly upper lobe GGOs, and one with peri-
lymphatic predominance shadows.

Previous studies have found a decreased risk for AE
among patients with ILD and a non-UIP pattern2,3; there-
fore, patients with ILDs classified as alternative diagnosis
were excluded from the study. Additionally, patients with

F I G U R E 1 High-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) image of the chest. (a) Pretreatment chest HRCT image showing very slight reticular
shading with subpleural and basal lung predominance (indeterminate for usual interstitial pneumonia [I-UIP] pattern). (b) Pretreatment chest HRCT image
showing honeycomb lung with subpleural and basal lung predominance (usual interstitial pneumonia [UIP]). (c) Pretreatment chest HRCT image showing
reticular lesions and traction bronchiectasis with subpleural and basal lung predominance (probable UIP). (d) Pretreatment chest HRCT image showing
predominant ground-glass opacities (GGOs) with subpleural and basal lung predominance (alternative diagnosis). (e) Pretreatment chest HRCT image
showing predominant GGOs with subpleural and basal lung predominance (alternative diagnosis). (f) Pretreatment chest HRCT image showing predominant
GGOs with subpleural and basal lung predominance (alternative diagnosis). (g) Pretreatment chest HRCT image showing predominant GGOs with upper to
middle lung field predominance (alternative diagnosis). (h) Pretreatment chest HRCT image showing predominant GGOs with perilymphatic predominance
(alternative diagnosis)
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the following characteristics were excluded from the study:
absence of active cancer treatment and presence of ILD
complications including collagen diseases or pneumoconio-
sis. Patients who were indeterminate for UIP were defined
as the I-UIP group, and patients with UIP/probable UIP
were defined as the UIP group. Additionally, the incidence
of AE and its impact on prognosis were examined.

The diagnostic criteria for AEs in IPF in Japan were used
to diagnose AE; this included: (1) worsening of unexplained
dyspnea within 1 month; (2) a significant decrease in arterial
oxygen partial pressure (>10 mmHg under the same condi-
tions); (3) new radiographic alveolar infiltrates; and (4) an
absence of an alternative explanation, such as infection, pul-
monary embolism, pneumothorax, or heart failure.8,9

Cancer treatment-related AEs were defined as those
occurring within 8 weeks of the end of chemotherapy or
within 6 months of the start of radiation therapy.3,10

The severity of AE-ILD was graded using the Common
Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events version 4.0.

Statistical analysis

All analyses were performed using SPSS 26.0 (SPSS Inc.).
Statistical significance was set at p < 0.05. Categorical vari-
ables with predictive frequencies >5 and <5 were analyzed
using the Chi-square test and Fisher’s exact test, respectively.
Continuous variables were analyzed using the unpaired
t-test. Additionally, multivariate analysis was performed
using logistic regression.

Survival curves were generated using the Kaplan–Meier
method, and the analysis covered the period from the initia-
tion of lung cancer treatment to death or discontinuation.
Survival analysis was performed in mid-April 2021. The
log-rank test was used to analyze the difference in survival
due to differences in imaging patterns or the presence of AEs.
A risk rate of <5% was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Patient background

Among 69 patients initially considered, 27 were included in the
final analysis (Figure 2). All patients were Japanese, with a
mean age of 72.4 (range: 59–85) years. Most patients were male
and had a history of smoking. Furthermore, 21 patients were
classified as the I-UIP group and six as the UIP group. The
patient characteristics are shown in Table 1. Two patients
(9.5%) in the I-UIP group achieved a PS of 3 on the Eastern
Cooperative Oncology Group PS; the remaining patients
mostly achieved a PS of 0 or 1. None of the patients in the UIP
group received radiotherapy.

No significant difference was observed regarding the age,
sex, smoking history, PS, histological type, and clinical stage
of lung cancer, SP-D, KL-6, %VC, %DLCO, immune check-
point inhibitor (ICI) use, or treatment cycle between the two

groups. Furthermore, no significant difference was observed
in the incidence of AEs between the two groups.

Treatment regimen for patients

The initial treatment for each group is shown in Table 2. Among
27 patients, the first-line treatment regimen used in eight (29.6%)
was cisplatin (CDDP)/carboplatin (CBDCA) with etoposide,
seven (25.9%) were administered with CDDP/CBDCA and pacli-
taxel (PTX)/nab PTX, and four (14.8%) with pembrolizumab.

No treatment bias was observed between the groups;
however, pemetrexed (PEM) therapy and radiotherapy were
avoided as initial treatment in the UIP group at the discre-
tion of the attending physician.

Among the 27 patients with lung cancer and ILD,
13 had cancer treatment-related AEs (Table 3). ICIs were
the most common cause of treatment-related AEs, causing
the condition in eight patients, followed by five patients who
underwent chemotherapy (38.4%), and four (30.8%) who
underwent radiotherapy.

Two patients in the I-UIP group developed grade 4 AEs
with high mortality risk (patients 4 and 9).

A patient in the I-UIP group who received PEM as
fourth-line therapy (Patient 2) and a patient in the UIP
group who received docetaxel + ramucirumab as second-
line therapy (Patient 3) died despite treatment with methyl-
prednisolone pulse therapy.

Radiotherapy in patients

Radiotherapy alone or in combination with other therapies
was administered to six patients in the I-UIP group wherein
four developed AEs (66.7%).

Two patients with stage IIIA disease were treated with
radical radiation therapy plus chemotherapy to cure the dis-
ease (Patients 11 and 12). Patient 11 was treated with 60 Gy
radiation therapy and chemotherapy (CBDCA + nab-PTX
weekly) followed by maintenance therapy with ICIs
(durvalumab) and developed grade 3 AEs. Patient 12 was
treated with 50 Gy radiation therapy and chemotherapy
(CBDCA + PTX weekly) with no pharmacological mainte-
nance therapy but developed grade 4 AEs.

Palliative irradiation, in which the primary lesion was
not included in the irradiation field (lung was included in
the irradiation field), was performed in four patients.
Among these four patients, one (Patient 2) received 30 Gy
of palliative irradiation for metastatic disease of the thoracic
spine, followed by fourth-line PEM monotherapy, and
developed Grade 5 AEs. Patient 13 received 36 Gy of pallia-
tive irradiation for malignant airway stenosis and developed
grade 3 AEs. On the other hand, no AEs were observed in a
patient who received 30 Gy of palliative irradiation for met-
astatic disease of the thoracic spine and two patients who
received 30 Gy of palliative irradiation for tumor-induced
superior vena cava syndrome.
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Comparison of patients who developed AE

The baseline characteristics of patients who developed
AEs of ILD (with AE-ILD) and those who did not

(without AE-ILD) are compared in Table 4. The two
groups had similar characteristics; however, the number
of patients who received ICIs was significantly increased
in the with AE-ILD group compared to the without AE-

F I G U R E 2 Flowchart of the study. Initially, 69 patients with lung cancer and interstitial lung disease (ILD) were considered for inclusion in this study.
Among them, six patients with identifiable ILD, 24 patients who received only ideal supportive care, and 12 patients with ILD identified as alternative
diagnosis were excluded. Finally, 27 patients were included in the study

T A B L E 1 Patient characteristics

Characteristics I-UIP UIP

p-value

I-UIP vs. UIP

Total n 21(77.8%) 6(22.2%)

Age (years) 72 (59–85) 74 (62–77) 0.603

Sex (male/female) (20/1) (6/0) 1.000

Smoking history (Never/prior current) (1/20) (0/6) 1.000

ECOG PS (0–1/2–4) (19/2) (6/0) 1.000

Tumor type (NSCLC/SCLC) (16/5) (5/1) 1.000

Clinical stages (III/IV) (6/15) (2/4) 1.000

AE (+/�) (10/11) (3/3) 1.000

Treatment cycle (1, 2/3>) (16/5) (5/1) 1.000

PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors (+/�) (11/10) (3/3) 1.00

Thoracic radiation (+/�) (6/16) (0/6) 0.284

SP-D (ng/ml) 124.9 (17.2–327) 156.6 (63.5–232) 1.000

KL-6 (U/ml) 891.3 (157–5996) 1215 (563–2770) 0.480

%VC (%) 99.4(83.8–114.1) 99.4(83.8–114.1) 0.177

%DLCO (%) 69.5 (47.7–95.9) 56.5 (30.3–74) 0.146

Abbreviations: %DLCO, percent diffusing capacity of the lung carbon monoxide; %VC, percent lung capacity; AE, acute exacerbation; ECOG, Eastern Cooperative Oncology
Group; I-UIP, indeterminate for UIP group; KL-6, Krebs von den Lungen-6; NSCLC, non-small cell lung carcinoma; PD-1, programmed cell death-1; PD-L1, programmed death-
ligand 1; PS, performance status; SCLC, small cell lung carcinoma; SP-D, surfactant protein-D; UIP, UIP/probable UIP group.
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ILD group (p = 0.021). A bias was observed regarding the
histology (SCLC and NSCLC) between the with AE-ILD
and without AE-ILD groups. In particular, patients with
SCLC were not included in the with AE-ILD group
(p = 0.016). A trend was observed regarding more treat-
ment cycles in the with AE-ILD group compared to the
without AE-ILD group; however, no significant difference
was observed (p = 0.077).

Representative CT images in the with AE-ILD and with-
out AE-ILD groups are shown in Figure 3.

Univariate and multivariate analysis

Univariate and multivariate analyses were conducted
to determine the risk factors for AE of ILD. (Table 5).

ICI use and the treatment cycle were selected as candi-
date risk factors. Additionally, radiotherapy use,11 UIP pat-
tern on HRCT,2,3 KL-6 concentration,12 and PEM13 and
DTX14 administration were associated with an increased risk
of AE and were considered as candidate risk factors. Other
variables used were age, gender, and stage.

T A B L E 2 First-line treatment in patients in the indeterminate for UIP and UIP/probable UIP groups

First-line treatment

ALL I-UIP UIP

p-value

I-UIP vs. UIP

CDDP (CBDCA) + etoposide 8 (29.6%) 6 2 1.000

CDDP (CBDCA) + PTX (nab-PTX) 7 (25.9%) 6 1 0.633

CBDCA + S-1 1 (3.8%) 0 1 0.222

CDDP (CBDCA) + PEM + BEV 3 (11.1%) 3 0 1.000

CBDCA + PEM 1 (3.8%) 1 0 1.000

Pembrolizumab 4 (14.8%) 2 2 0.204

Erlotinib 1 (3.8%) 1 0 1.000

Radiation + CBDCA + PTX (nab-PTX) 2 (7.4%) 2 0 1.000

Abbreviations: BEV, bevacizumab; CBDCA, carboplatin; CDDP, cisplatin; I-UIP, “Indeterminate for UIP” group; PEM, pemetrexed; PTX, paclitaxel; S-1, tegafur/gimeracil/oteracil;
UIP, “UIP/Probable UIP” group.

T A B L E 3 Main cancer treatments associated with the development of AEs and outcomes

Cause of AE Case Regimen (treatment cycle) Group Treatment AE grade All (%)N = 13

Chemotherapy 5 (38.4%)

Not including ICIs 1 CBDCA + nab-PTX (first) I-UIP Drug withdrawal 2

2 PEM (fourth) I-UIP MP pulse therapy 5

3 DTX + RAM (second) UIP MP pulse therapy 5

ICIs 8 (61.5%)

Chemotherapy combo 4 CBDCA + PEM + pembrolizumab (first) I-UIP PSL 60 mg/day 4

5 CBDCA + PTX + atezolizumab (3rd) I-UIP Drug withdrawal 2

ICI monotherapy 6 Pembrolizumab (first) I-UIP Drug withdrawal 3

7 Pembrolizumab (second) I-UIP Drug withdrawal 1

8 Pembrolizumab (first) UIP Drug withdrawal 2

9 Nivolumab (second) I-UIP Steroid pulse 4

10 Nivolumab (first) UIP Drug withdrawal 2

11 Durvalumab (second) I-UIP PSL 35 mg/day 3

Radiation 4 (30.8%)

Chemoradiotherapy 11 Radiotherapy; 60 Gy I-UIP PSL 35 mg/day 3

12 Radiotherapy; 50 Gy I-UIP MP pulse therapy 4

Radiotherapy alone 13 Palliative irradiation; 36 Gy I-UIP PSL 30 mg/day 3

2 Palliative irradiation; 30 Gy I-UIP MP pulse therapy 5

Abbreviations: AE, acute exacerbation; CBDCA, carboplatin; PTX, paclitaxel; DTX, docetaxel; ICIs, immune checkpoint inhibitors; I-UIP, indeterminate for UIP group; MP pulse
therapy, methylprednisolone pulse therapy (methylprednisolone 1 g/day for 3 days); PEM, pemetrexed; PSL, prednisolone; RAM, ramucirumab; UIP, “UIP/Probable UIP” group.
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Among these variables, univariate analysis showed that
ICI use was a significant predictor of AE of ILD (odds ratio
[OR] 13.774; 95% CI: 1.104–171.810; p = 0.042). This was
confirmed by multivariate analysis that identified ICI use as
an independent risk factor for AE (OR: 13.8, 95% CI: 1.11–
171.1; p = 0.04).

The survival curves of patients with and without AE-ILD
are shown in Figure 4. There was no statistically significant dif-
ference between the two groups (p = 0.90, log-rank test).

DISCUSSION

Previous studies have reported that patients with a
UIP/possible UIP pattern on CT imaging are at an increased
risk of cancer chemotherapy-related AE and worse

prognosis compared to other types of ILD.2,3,15 Therefore, it
is important to differentiate between UIP/IPF and other
ILDs in lung cancer patients with ILD in order to determine
the prognosis and treatment.

The presence of a honeycomb lung with a predomi-
nantly basal lung distribution can be used to identify the
UIP pattern. However, its presence is inconsistently identi-
fied among clinicians, which may be further complicated
when there is concomitant emphysema.4,16 Therefore, this
indicates the heterogeneity of the group of diseases with
non-UIP patterns including IPF with atypical imaging find-
ings. In particular, the IPFs classified as indeterminate for
UIP are ILDs with no honeycomb lung on imaging; there-
fore, previous studies have classified this group of IPF as
ILDs with a non-UIP pattern.6 This suggests the decreased
likelihood of treatment-related AEs in patients with IPFs

T A B L E 4 Patient characteristics of patients with and without AEs of ILD associated with cancer treatment

Characteristics With AE-ILD Without AE-ILD p-value

Total n 13 (%) 14 (%)

Age (years) 71.2 (59–85) 73.6 (63–82) 0.369

Sex (male/female) (13/0) (13/1) 1.000

Smoking history (never/prior current) (0/13) (1/13) 1.000

ECOG PS (0–1/2–4) (13/0) (13/1) 0.450

Tumor type (NSCLC/SCLC) (13/0) (8/6) 0.016a

Clinical stages (III/IV) (4/9) (4/10) 1.000

Treatment cycle (1,2/3>) (8/5) (13/1) 0.077

PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors (+/�) (10/3) (4/10) 0.021a

Thoracic radiation (+/�) (9/4) (12/2) 0.385

SP-D (ng/ml) 127.1 (17.2–213) 141.1 (35.9–327) 0.786

KL-6 (U/ml) 1184.6 (389–5996) 778.6 (157–1422) 0.422

%VC (%) 93.2 (69.7–110.2) 92.7 (67.5–125.8) 0.933

%DLCO (%) 65.2 (30.3–95.9) 65.3 (52.7–80.1) 0.352

aFisher’s exact test.
Abbreviations: %DLCO, percent diffusion capacity of the lung; %VC, percent lung capacity; AE, acute exacerbation; ECOG, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group; ILD, interstitial
lung disease; KL-6, Krebs von den Lungen-6; NSCLC, non-small cell lung carcinoma; PD-1, programmed cell death-1; PD-L1, programmed death-ligand 1; PS, performance status;
SCLC, small cell lung carcinoma; SP-D, surfactant protein-D.

T A B L E 5 Univariable and multivariable analysis of risk factors of acute exacerbation of ILD

Variables

Univariable analysis Multivariable analysis

OR (95% CI) p-value OR p-value

Treatment cycle (1–2 vs. ≥3) 8.125 (0.798–82.731) 0.077 2.528 (0.185–34.523) 0.487

ICIs (yes or no) 8.333 (1.470–47.226) 0.017 13.774 (1.104–171.810) 0.042

Radiation (yes or no) 1.800 (0.249–12.988) 0.560 8.494 (0.517–139.652) 0.11

ILD pattern (UIP vs. I-UIP) 1.100 (0.179–6.755) 0.918 1.315 (0.147–11.733) 0.806

Age (≥75 years vs. <75 years) 2.880 (0.603–13.749) 0.1850

Stage (III vs. IV) 1.111 (0.213–5.802) 0.9010

PEM (yes or no) 3.900 (0.351–43.364) 0.2680

DTX (yes or no) 1.091 (0.130–9.124) 0.936

KL-6 (≥500 vs. <500) 1.250 (0.239–6.633) 0.7930

Abbreviations: AE, acute exacerbation; CI, confidence interval; DTX, docetaxel; ICIs, immune checkpoint inhibitors; ILD, interstitial lung disease; KL-6, Krebs von den Lungen-6;
OR, odds ratio; PEM, pemetrexed; UIP, UIP/Probable UIP group.
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classified as indeterminate for UIP compared to those with
the typical UIP pattern. However, we found no significant
difference regarding the incidence of AE between the I-UIP
and UIP groups indicating a similar risk for AE between the
two groups.

Compared to other types of IP patterns, the UIP pattern
exhibits no response to steroidal and immunosuppressive
drugs and demonstrates a higher mortality rate during AEs.3

However, the risk of lung cancer treatment complicated by
indeterminate for UIP should not be underestimated.
Patients and their families should be fully informed of the
benefits and risks of the treatment.

In the present study, an increased frequency of ICI
administration was observed in the with AE-ILD group
compared to the without AE-ILD group. Furthermore, the
administration of ICIs was identified as an independent risk
factor for AEs. Clinical trials of ICIs have excluded patients
with pre-existing ILD; therefore, data regarding their effi-
cacy and safety are lacking. In principle, the administration
of ICIs to lung cancer patients with ILD is avoided because
of concerns regarding AEs due to immune activation.17

A previous study found that patients with NSCLC with ILD
treated with ICIs had an increased incidence of drug-
induced lung injury with increased severity compared to the
non-ILD group.18,19 Additionally, another study found that
among 49 patients with lung cancer and ILD, 15 (30.6%)
developed drug-induced lung injury wherein three (6%) died
due to ICI treatment.20 This suggests the high risk of ICI use
in patients with lung cancer and ILD similar to anticancer
drug therapy.

In the present study, no significant difference was
observed regarding the survival rates between the with

F I G U R E 3 High-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) image of the chest. (a and b) Representative HRCT findings in the with AE-ILD group.
(c and d) Representative HRCT findings in the without AE-ILD group. (a) Case 11 in Table 3. A new consolidation and ground glass-opacity (GGO) was
found in the predominant right lung, which was considered to be acute exacerbation (AE) caused by immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) or radiation. (b)
Case 10 in Table 3. A new GGO was observed in both lung fields which were considered to be AEs caused by ICIs. (c) Patients with complications of
interstitial lung disease (ILD) were determined to be indeterminate for usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP). This patient did not develop AE-ILD during
treatment. (d) Patients with complications of ILD were determined to be UIP. This patient did not develop AE-ILD during treatment

F I G U R E 4 Overall survival of patients with and without acute
exacerbations (AEs) of interstitial lung disease (ILD). The median survival
time of patients in the with AE-ILD group was 406 days, compared to
605 days for patients in the without AE-ILD group. There was no
statistically significant differences between the two groups (p = 0.90, log-
rank test)
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AE-ILD and without AE-ILD groups; however, the progno-
sis was not solely defined by the presence or absence of AEs.
In terms of prognosis, complicated lung cancers consist of a
heterogeneous group of diseases (adenocarcinoma, squa-
mous cell carcinoma, NSCLC not otherwise specified, and
polymorphous carcinoma) with varying treatment response;
therefore, it is expected that differences in the primary
tumor grade and treatment response will have a significant
impact. In addition, serious immune-related adverse events
(irAEs) are life-threatening adverse events that require treat-
ment discontinuation and high-dose immunosuppressive
therapy. Furthermore, discontinuation of treatment with
ICIs due to irAEs has been reported to have a negative
impact on survival in NSCLC,21 and the development of
irAEs may lead to shortened overall survival in NSCLC. Fur-
ther studies with a larger number of patients will be needed
to clarify the relationship between the impact of AEs and
the prolonged prognostic effect of treatment in lung cancer
patients with ILD.

In the present study, a bias was observed regarding the
histology (SCLC and NSCLC) between the with AE-ILD and
without AE-ILD groups. In particular, patients with SCLC
were not included in the with AE-ILD group, which may be
due to the avoidance of ICI use in patients with SCLC since
it was not approved at the start of the study. Now that ICI
therapy in SCLC patients has been approved, a concomitant
increase in ICI therapy is expected in patients with SCLC
and ILD.

Furthermore, no significant difference was observed
regarding the presence of radiation between the with AE-
ILD group and without AE-ILD group; however, no patients
in the UIP group received radiation. Our results suggest that
radiation to the lung field, even with an indeterminate for
UIP pattern on imaging, can cause fatal AEs; therefore, care-
ful attention should be provided to AEs, even when pallia-
tive radiation is used. However, radiotherapy is expected to
prolong the prognosis of patients with curative potential,
such as stage III NSCLC and LD-SCLC, and in patients with
oncological emergencies. Additionally, it is advisable to
select patients with lung cancer and ILD for radiotherapy
and provide a sufficient explanation of the beneficial and
adverse effects.

This study has several limitations. First, the sample size
was small and the statistical power may not have been suffi-
cient to detect the difference between the UIP and I-UIP
groups; in particular, the UIP group was very small with
only six patients. In the future, analysis of a larger number
of patients is required. However, we believe that it is also
important to accumulate evidence of AE risk from cancer
treatment in lung cancers complicated by ILD by gathering
results through small clinical studies. Second, chronic hyper-
sensitivity pneumonitis and ILD associated with rheumatoid
arthritis often appear as a UIP pattern resembling IPF on
imaging.22,23 In this study, we tried to exclude diseases with
identifiable causes, such as collagen diseases and pneumoco-
niosis; however, inadequate history, clinical examination,
and evaluation may have led to the inclusion of ILD due to

collagen diseases and chronic hypersensitivity pneumonitis
in the UIP group. However, surgical lung biopsy cannot be
performed sufficiently for patients with lung cancer and ILD
due to its invasiveness. Therefore, it is important to evaluate
the risk of AEs by examining imaging findings based on the
new IPF classification prior to initiating cancer treatment.
Third, there was a lack of histopathological diagnosis of
AEs. However, other causes of AE have been ruled out
including infections by bacteriological tests and heart failure
by physical examination and echocardiography. The diagno-
sis of AE may be made reliably through the evaluation of
the clinical and imaging course, which seems to accurately
represent the actual clinical situation.

Fourth, this was a small retrospective study, where vari-
ous biases and confounding factors are expected to exist.
Schoenfeld et al. reported that the receptor occupancy time
of anti-PD-(L)1 antibodies lasts for several months,24 and
therefore, irAEs may occur even several months after the
end of treatment. In other words, even in cases where che-
motherapy or radiotherapy is considered to be the cause of
cancer treatment-related AEs, it is difficult to completely
deny the possibility of irAEs when an ICI was administered
as pretreatment.

Fifth, although the logistic analysis to identify risk fac-
tors for AE-ILD associated with cancer treatment showed
that a history of ICI administration could be an independent
risk factor for AE in both the UIP and I-UIP groups, condi-
tions considered to be ILD other than IPF—alternative
diagnosis—were excluded in this study. Therefore, the effect
of the existing ILD subtypes other than IPF was not investi-
gated. As GGOs were reported to be an independent risk
factor for ICI-ILD in previous reports,25,26 it is possible that
there are populations with high AE risk among the ILDs
classified as alternative diagnosis. To clarify the risk of AEs
due to ICI in lung cancer complicated by ILDs, a large-scale
study including ILD patients with GGO-dominant imaging
patterns will be necessary. However, GGO-predominant
ILDs include a heterogeneous group of diseases composed
of various conditions with different risks of ILD acute exac-
erbation, such as nonspecific interstitial pneumonia (NSIP),
smoking-related idiopathic interstitial pneumonias (IIPs),
and respiratory bronchiolitis-ILD.27 Therefore, it may be
difficult to evaluate the GGO-predominant group as a single
entity. Ideally, ILDs with a definitive diagnosis based on
clinical, radiological, and histological findings before cancer
treatment should be analyzed.

In conclusion, lung cancer patients with mild ILD show-
ing bilateral lower lobe predominant distribution and classi-
fied in the indeterminate for UIP group (I-UIP) and those
with a typical UIP pattern are at an increased risk of devel-
oping cancer treatment-related AE. Furthermore, ICI use is
an independent risk factor for AEs in patients with lung
cancer complicated by ILD and should therefore be used
with great caution.
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